The TLP Classic Package
£695

Features:
-One Videographer
-Covers the Pre Ceremony through to and including the First Dance
-Phone/Video Call Consultation
-30s Next Day Sneak Peek Video
-A 3-6 minute Wedding Highlights Video
-A 30-60 minute Feature Film
-A separate video with the Speeches in full
-A separate video with the Ceremony in full
-Videos are viewable Online via Vimeo
(the links can be made public or remain privatised so only the couple
can view them)
-The videos will also be available on a USB stick
-Turnaround time of 10 weeks

The TLP Classic Package covers the main part of your special day from the pre ceremony to the first dance.
This includes 30 minutes to an hour of the pre ceremony, capturing shots of the venue, the room, and the
guests arriving before the bride arrives and the ceremony begins. It is also during this time that the
videographer will get set up for ceremony. After the ceremony finishes the videographer will get to work
capturing shots of the reception, which includes footage of the couple going off for their photos, shots of the
wedding breakfast room and the general atmosphere of the reception, finishing with the bride and groom
entering the wedding breakfast room before the speeches get underway. Depending on where the speeches
are in relation to the wedding breakfast meal the videographer will either set up to capture the speeches
during the wedding breakfast or during the reception. The evening reception is an opportunity for the
videographer to capture video messages from guests or any activities that may be occuring during this time
such as a magician. It is also during this time that the videographer will get set up for the first dance. Once
both the cake cutting and first dance have finished the videographer will pack up.
The ceremony, speeches and first dance will all be filmed in full on multiple cameras.
The day after the wedding the couple can expect to receive a 30s sneak peek video along with an edit form,
where they can put down their music choices and any other edit preferences they may have. Once the form
has been filled in the edit can begin and the couple can expect to receive their videos Online via Vimeo
within 10 Weeks. These videos will consist of a 3-6 minute highlights video, a 30-60 minute feature film, a
separate video of the ceremony in full and another of the speeches in full. As soon as the couple have signed
off (confirming that they are happy with the videos) the videos will be transferred to USB and given to the
couple.

Before the wedding the couple will be able to book in a video or phone consultation to discuss the day and
any preferences or logistics

